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CHRONOLOGICAL DISPLAY DEVICE

the vieWer an accumulating or reducing time interval related
to a depicted event. This chronological display device pro
vides the vieWer With immediate knoWledge of the appro

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention
The present invention is generally directed to a chrono

priate time span of the chronological measuring device
related to an event Without referring separately to the time

logical display device that couples a continuous time display

indicator or to the reason the time measurement is being

With a visual depiction of an event and continuously informs

employed. The time interval reference relates to the depicted

a vieWer of time interval from the unchanging depicted
event to present time, or remaining time to a future unchang

ing depicted event.
2. Description of Prior Art
Electronic and mechanical time pieces having the capa
bility to measure and display lapse time from a starting time

event and not the normal solar reference of time.

The chronological display device couples the depicted
10

event With a chronological timing device having a visual
numerical time display. This provides the vieWer With a
constant reminder of signi?cant events relative to changing
time intervals to assist planning or recall the time intervals
from pleasant or pertinent memories.

15

The chronological display device may also have included
visual or audible signaling devices programmed for future
times to alert the vieWer of important times related to the

have been available for many years. These electronic

devices use liquid crystal displays or analog display faces of
time measurement to indicate lapse time or alternatively to
start a signal When a particular time arrives. Mechanical
devices are also used With or Without some electronics. The

depicted event. The chronological display device is capable

only reference is time—lapsed seconds, minutes, hours,
days, months and years measured from starting time to
present time.

20

combination.
The chronological display device may be a video monitor

Some time pieces may record more than one event, such

as eXplained in US. Pat. Nos. 4,630,935 and 4,303,995.
These devices indicate a plurality of dates and relate elapsed
time from a starting time of each date or time. All such time

25

devices relate to calendar dates, time periods, and numerical

relationships of beginning and ending elapse times.
The original event from Which the elapse time is mea
sured is knoWn only to the operator of the time piece. Others
observing the time piece have no reference to the starting

of numerically measuring and displaying seconds, minutes,
hours, days, Weeks, months, or years separately or in any

With an unchanging depicted event displayed With the
changing chronological time interval display Where a com
puter or semiconductor microchips are programmed to indi
cate time intervals from past depicted events or remaining
time to future depicted events.

Accordingly, one object of the invention is to visually
30

event or time. The actual event that the referred elapse time
measures must be stored separately in human memory,

inform or remind the vieWer of continuous time intervals
betWeen a past event depicted on the device and the present
time.

computers, notes, or note books. For long elapsed time

Another object of the invention is to visually inform or

periods of months or years, or When a plurality of times are

remind the user of continuous remaining time intervals
betWeen the present time and a future depicted event.

recorded, remembering or ?nding the relationship of an

35

elapse time indicator to an event becomes dif?cult.
A camera With an elapsed time indicator (US. Pat. No.
4,989,025) photographs a current event. This camera records

Another object of the invention is to provide program
ming of visual, audible, or visual and audible signals for
future time alerts or reminders related to the depicted event.

the event but cannot display the picture. The developed

picture does not display continually elapsing time. Addi

Another object of the invention is to provide palpable
40

tional photographs do not indicate the unchanging ?rst event
and only record a ?xed and unchanging elapsed time.

Another object of the invention is to use a video monitor
as the chronological display device With a computer or

Many people display reminders of signi?cant events in
their lifetimes to recall achievements, honors, and pleasant
events. These include photographs and certi?cates of

reference of time intervals related to a palpably depicted
event to inform or remind sightless people.

45

marriages, graduations, professional achievements, child

semiconducter microchips providing the continuous relative
time intervals from the present to past or future depicted

unchanging events.

births, vacations etc. HoWever these displays of the
unchanging event do not re?ect the increasing time to make

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

the vieWer aWare of the continual passing of time or

approaching time for a future depicted event. People striving

50

time device having a continuous display of time intervals

and mentally calculate remaining times but are not alWays
aWare of periods of time remaining to complete a task. This

With a past depicted event or a future depicted event. FIG.
3 indicates using a video monitor as a chronological display

especially happens When many projects are pursued at the
55

same time.

The present invention depicts important unchanging
immediately and visually remind the vieWer of the event,
indicate time interval from the event, and continue on in
60

depicted event to assist future planning and scheduling.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

display device that Will visually and continually indicate to

The present invention of a chronological display device
that Will continually indicate to the vieWer an accumulating
or reducing time period related to a depicted event is shoWn

in top vieW, FIG. 1, and front vieW, FIG. 2. This chrono
logical display device couples in the same front vieW, FIG.
2, a continuing display of time intervals 11, a depicted event

reminds the user of the time remaining to the important

The present invention generally relates to a chronological

device.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

events With an associated continuing time indicator that Will

perpetual relation to the displayed event. If the depicted
event is in the future, the present invention indicates and

FIGS. 1 and 2 indicate top and front vieWs of a chrono

logical display device that visually couples a chronological

to complete Work before a future time event occasionally

65

12, on a means 13 of displaying and supporting the chro

nological time display With the depicted event. Located in
conjunction With the time display 11 is a chronological

5,999,492
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measuring device 10 shown in top view, FIG. 1. Also shown

retirements, end of incarcerations, end of military service,
graduation dates, vacation times, or goals. The time associ

in FIG. 1 is a means 15 for setting a time for a signal and a
signal means, and a means 16 for activating an alarm

ated with the occurrence of the event may be displayed

indicating low power supply. FIG. 3 shows the present
invention of a chronological display device as a video

together with the event.
The means for displaying the chronological time display

monitor 14, displaying an unchanging depicted event 12 on
the video monitor coupled with a chronological display 11 of

single frame, plaque, planar or curved surface, or joined

and the depicted event may include but not be limited to a

changing time intervals.
The chronological time device is designed to measure

time intervals including seconds, minutes, hours, weeks,

10

displaying the chronological device, may be constructed
from but not limited to plastic, glass, crystal, stone, metal,

months, and years individually or in any combination. The

type of chronological measuring device, chemical,

wood, clay, paper, or combinations of these materials.
A single display means may include a plurality of chro

mechanical, or electronic, used in the invention in the
broadest sense is meant as a device to measure and indicate

accumulating or reducing time periods. Some of these

15

chronological time devices are described in Us. Pat. Nos.

nological display devices, each having respective depicted
events and displayed time intervals.
In this present invention the above descriptive words of

4,193,255, 4,303,995, 4,831,605, 4,964,072, 4,989,025, and
4,991,156. Japanese Patents JA 1-141392 and JA 1-203991
also describe chronological devices. The devices that
include designs having a means for compensating variations
of days in a month and leap years while maintaining correct
time intervals are preferred.
The continuous interval time display may be combined

sections of these means. The chronological display device
could be attached to a wall, displayed on surfaces, made into
jewelry, or adapted to any other object. The means for

20

depicted, visual, and display are intended for people having
sight. For sightless people, “by palpable methods” should be
applied after “depicted”, “display”, and “visual”. The time
interval display may also have a continuing audible time
interval message relating to the depicted event.
Avideo monitor may be the chronological display device.

with the chronological device as shown on the above refer
If used with a computer, the depicted event can be scanned
enced patents or be a separate component provided with 25 from a photograph, document, or any other source, and
time interval information from the chronological measuring
maintained on the video monitor. For a computer monitor,
device. When the chronological measuring device is mea
the depicted event can be maintained in memory with the

suring intervals from a past depicted event, the accumulating

appropriate continuing interval time display. The coupled
depicted event with appropriate continually changing time

time is shown on the display. When the chronological device
is measuring time to a future depicted event, the remaining
time is shown. The chronological display device has a means

on the same screen can be shown as “wall paper” or the

“desktop” during computer operation to make the computer

to set a start or ending solar time by the user.

user aware of desired time intervals. Available computer
software programs such as “Super Clock”® and others can

The chronological devices in addition to measuring time

intervals contain functions including, a means for continuing 35 be programmed to determine and show time intervals relat
ing to said event. These time intervals may be selected to
operation in the event of any power failure, a means to
increase in time from a past event to present changing time
compensate for changing time Zones or daylight savings
or continually decrease in time from present time to a future
times, and a means to initiate and stop an audio signal, a
depicted event.
visual signal, a palpable signal or both an audio and visual

signal. Chronological device power sources may be
chemical, alternating or direct electrical current or mechani
cal power devices, individually or combined. A means to

40

Semiconductor microchips may also be used in the
present invention of a chronological display device for

determining time intervals, displaying time intervals, and

signal low power may be included with battery driven power

related depicted events. The time interval display and

sources.

depicted event could be shown on video monitors or other

The time interval display should be coordinated with the
chronological time device to display time intervals of

45

seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks, months and years
individually or in any combination. The time interval display
may be numerical, graphic or teXt. Time interval display

devices use liquid crystal displays or analog display faces of

50

time measurement to indicate time intervals but are not

limited to these display methods. Preferably the time inter
val display is continual although there may be included a
means to mask the display on demand without affecting the
time intervals. The time display may have an option of being

The time display indicates continuing time intervals relating
From the above description of the invention, various
55

lighted. Descriptive time word units such as hours, days,

changes and modi?cations on the device will occur to those

skilled in the art. All such modi?cations coming within the
scope of the appended claims are intended to be included
therein:
What I claim:

division display.
The depicted event includes but is not limited to events,
60

1. A chronological display device comprising:
(a) a means for visually depicting an unchanging event,
(b) a means for continually displaying time intervals
relating to said depicted event time, said time intervals
selected to increase in time from a past said depicted

deadlines, or any information relating to time in the past or
future. These past events could also include but not be

limited to depicting weddings, births, vacations,
anniversaries, assemblies, photographs, or employment.

an event on the display and entering a solar time for the
event in the time measuring device. The current is then
entered. The desired time intervals such as minutes, hours,
days, and years or any singular time or combination of times
are selected and the interval time measuring device started.

to the depicted event.

weeks, months, or years are optional on the appropriate time

words, themes, awards, licenses, patents, diplomas,
photographs, maps, projects, goals, documents, sentences,

chronological display devices.
The chronological display device is activated by depicting

Future events may include depicting program or project

event time or said time intervals selected to decrease in
time from present time to a future said depicted event

deadlines, patent application deadlines, patent eXpirations,

time,

65
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7. A chronological display device according to claim 1
Wherein said means for continuously measuring said time

(c) said time intervals are provided by a means for

continuously measuring said time intervals and,

intervals includes a means for setting a time for signal

(d) a means for mounting said means for measuring said
time intervals With said means for displaying said time
intervals and said means for visually depicting said

Wherein said signal is selected from a group consisting of

acoustical, visual, and palpable.
8. A chronological display device according to claim 1
Wherein said means for continuously measuring said time

event.

2. A chronological display device according to claim 1
Wherein said means for continuously measuring said time
intervals is combined With said means for displaying said
time interval.
3. A chronological display device according to claim 1
Wherein said means for continuously measuring said time
intervals and displaying said time intervals includes elec
tronic devices.
4. A chronological display device according to claim 1
Wherein said means for measuring said time intervals is

intervals includes a means for activating an alarm indicating
10

loW poWer supply.
9. A chronological display device according to claim 1
Wherein said means for continuously measuring said time
intervals includes a means for adjusting said time interval
When time error occurs.

10. A chronological display device according to claim 1
Wherein said means for continually displaying said time
15

intervals and said means for visually depicting an event

capable of measuring desired seconds, minutes, hours, days,

includes palpable methods.
11. A chronological display device according to claim 1

Weeks, months, and years as determined.

Wherein said means for mounting provides for a plurality of

5. A chronological display device according to claim 1
Wherein said means for displaying time intervals also dis

plays said depicted event time.
6. A chronological display device according to claim 1
Wherein said means for measuring said time intervals

said chronological display devices.
12. A chronological display device according to claim 1
Wherein said means for mounting includes materials selected

from a group consisting of plastic, glass, crystal, metal
Wood, clay, rock, and paper.

includes an actuator means for setting a time relating to said

depicted event and current time.
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